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We the People 
  

            You want We the People's vote?  Then let's get a few points straight, clear and 

irrevocable at the outset. 

  

            To all Incumbents and re-tread wannabes, all newcomers take notice; recall is a 

viable option: 

  

1.         We the People are not – repeat, not – interested in your self-aggrandized agenda.  

You do not know better for us than we know for ourselves. 

2.         We the People already know the staff-originated lies, lies by omission, collusions 

and conspiracies of the opposition that are really no different than your own except the 

Bank Account numbers. 

3.         We the People already know your track record to date, specifically but not 

limited to:  every whit of legislation you supported and voted for that took another pound 

of guts out of the Constitution, or handed governmental powers to a select Clique whose 

loyalty to the United States, as opposed to race or socialism is questionable at best. 

  

            Now that you are aware you are out in the open, let's discuss OUR terms.  Not 

YOUR terms, OUR terms, as the will-not-be-silenced Voice of We the People. 

  

            Before you can even be considered for OUR vote, support or financial 

contribution, there is a shopping list: 

  

            First, that We the People see immediate legislation to restore the entire 

Constitution, starting with the Bill of Rights.  We the People want it restored, We the 

People want it obeyed by all levels of government from top to bottom, and We the 

People want severe penalties for those who violate the Constitution in any manner, 

especially those on government payroll; the current collection of communists on the 

several Supreme Courts notwithstanding and included. 

  

            To Wit:  What have you done, politically, legislatively or otherwise, to restore so 

much as one comma of the Constitution of the United States of American to We the 

People?  Concealed-carry?  That isn't restoration by any stretch of the imagination.  It's 

government permission for a select few to exercise everybody's Second Amendment 

RIGHTS!  Freedom of Religion?  Religious leaders are being railroaded into prison via 

'hate crimes' for standing their ground against immorality, primarily homosexuality, and 

even teaching the Book of Leviticus.  Freedom of Speech?  Anyone who disagrees with 

anything spewed like cess from a high-pressure sewer main out of illegal-President 

Barack H. Obama or any of his openly-communist puppets is instantly branded a bigot – 

and added to police constabulary rolls as a 'terrorist' or a 'person of interest' of 'potential 

terrorism.' 

  

            To Wit:  The Patriot Act – which isn't – Uniting and Strengthening America by 



Providing Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism Act Of 2001 

[Public Law 107 – 56]; The Military Commissions Act [HR-6166]; Blair Holt's Firearm 

Licensing and Record of Sale Act of 2009 [HR-45]; and Affordable Health Care for 

America Act [HR-3962]; are all unconstitutional, yet evidence of your resistance as such 

is also conspicuous by its absence.  They are just a snowflake on the tip of this iceberg, 

and NO; We the People have not overlooked illegal-Secretary of State Hillary Rodham 

Clinton's agreement to disarm We the People of the United States with the United 

Nations 'small arms treaty' act of High Treason. 

  

            To Wit:  What have you done, politically, legally, legislatively or otherwise, to 

require the documentation that illegal-President Barack H. Obama is in fact 

Constitutionally authorized to serve in the Office of President of the United States?  Each 

and every other citizen of We the People , including you, must present proper 

identification upon request of any make-a-name-for-themselves police officer, that can, 

and often is, verified by legitimate Birth Certificates or acceptable verifiable birth 

registration:  of which the Hawaiian Certification of Live Birth does not suffice.  Is your 

lack of 'interest' in this situation because of your own Marxist collusions or the 

recognition the Nigerian Birth Certificate is irrefutable?  The Indonesian school 

registration is equally irrefutable, but our Constitution doesn't require school records as 

positive refutation of natural born citizenship.  And what have you done, politically, 

legally, legislatively or otherwise, on behalf of We the People with respect to illegal-

President Barack H. Obama's many 'Czars' of whom NONE were duly elected nor 

ordained by We the People with the absolute power they exercise over the populace?  

Have you called illegal-President Barack H. Obama or any of them into account? 

restricted their Gestapo powers? required even a checks and balances approval of their 

appointments? made so much as a whimper against the illegal takeover of solvent 

financial institutions?  Exposing that part of your 'public service' and non-adherence to 

your Oath of Office to protect and defend the Constitution will throw your transmission 

into sideways! 

  

            To Wit:  What have you done, politically, legally, legislatively or otherwise on 

behalf of We the People to (a) stop the influx of illegal aliens, specifically but not 

limited to:  Mexicans attempting to escape the Marxist economy of Mexico; (b) to 

enforce the service and prosecution of the well over 50,000 outstanding felony warrants 

for said illegal aliens; and (c) to restrict, limit and remove tax-funded support for said 

illegal aliens specifically but not limited to:  welfare, driver's licenses, major medical 

treatment, education and social security benefits to which they have not contributed and 

are not entitled?  This Nation has become a mass of war zones via said illegal aliens and 

their import of illegal narcotics, money laundering, rape and murder crime sprees that 

further detract from We the People at all levels of education and income. 

            Advice (1):  more gun controls are not the answer.  Were disarmament of 

intended and potential victims a viable solution, we should have scuttled the rest of our 

Navy following Pearl Harbor and beaten the Axis Powers instantly upon destruction of 

our armor, munitions and blanket discharge of our military.  Your political correctness 

has been duly noted with respect thereto. 

  



            To Wit:  Did you resist NAFTA?  Have you proposed anything politically, 

legislatively or otherwise, to rescind even one word of that Economic Espionage against 

We the People?  Or were you among those bribed by Bill Clinton to vote that Jobs and 

Financial Economic Espionage into law, just like those bribed over COMMUNIST RUN 

'health care' by illegal-President Barack H. Obama ?  And CAFTA, a baby NAFTA, is it 

in existence because you supported it, or because you didn't resist it?  Prior to the above 

atrocities, how much legislation have you proposed, or supported, to void – or level – the 

trade 'agreements' between the United States, Japan and China?  Is there any 

documentation showing your objection to the Tri-Lateral Commission that sold out We 

the People's labor and Intellectual Properties via such 'treaties?'  If so, please produce its 

location.  An extensive search has failed to discover so much as one word. 

  

            To Wit:  What have you done, politically, legally, legislatively or otherwise, to 

require a full and open investigation into the activities of the Wall Street Bankers, 

Brokerages and Fund Managers with respect to criminal activities – which must include 

any and all governmental and/or Federal Reserve System, Securities and Exchange 

Commission and Internal Revenue Service collusions?  And as a part of said 

investigation:  what have you done, politically, legally, legislatively or otherwise, to 

require a full and open investigation into the activities of the aforesaid with respect to 

return of the losses incurred by the individual retirement accounts of ordinary working 

We the People who are now destitute?  The criminal Executives are all enjoying their 

Golden Parachutes and Bonuses, but why is there no relief for the working We the 

People whose money was stolen and whose trust is still betrayed? 

  

            To Wit:  What have you done, politically, legally, legislatively or otherwise, to 

secure the Nation and We the People against the impending North American Union – the 

attempt to communize and socialize the United States, Canada and Mexico into one 

morally degenerate, economically bereft, and globally defenseless 'alliance' over which 

We the People will have absolutely no authority whatsoever to even suggest alternatives 

to 'government' decisions with respect to determination of our ultimate destiny? 

            Advice (2):  Support and implementation of the North American Union and 

'corridor' highways are acts of High Treason and shall be considered as such by We the 

People.  Since documentation of your resistance, outrage or otherwise, is conspicuous by 

its absence, the floor is yours to correct the omission. 

  

            Second, that We the People see immediate legislation at all levels of government 

abolishing all these past enacted socialisms which includes but is not limited to:  

government violation of the Constitutional Ex-Post Facto and Bill of Attainder 

guarantees and the restoration of Habeas Corpus as an absolute right even in times of war 

and crises. 

  

            Third, that We the People see immediate legislation abolishing the Federal 

Reserve System and all its false and illegal debts, making all government spending 

completely accountable to We the People.  And the prosecution and incarceration of 

those in and out of government who have perpetrated this massive monetary extortion 

and swindle of the Nation's resources. 



  

            Fourth, that We the People see immediate legislation abolishing the Internal 

Revenue Service and all its false and illegal determinations, stripping any and all powers 

and authorities of relevant Internal Revenue Service statutes, legislations and 

determinations from the all the books of law of the land. 

  

            Fifth, that We the People see immediate legislation abolishing the Department of 

Homeland Security and all its intrusive damnations along with the elimination of all other 

such governmental departments until and operational minimum has been achieved. 

  

            Sixth, that We the People see immediate legislation abolishing the Central 

Intelligence Agency and all reputed information-gathering organizations attached thereto 

along with the outlawing of private sector contracting of intelligence gathering, 

specifically against lawful citizens of We the People; and immediate elimination of 

illegal narcotics manufacture, importing and money laundering for which the CIA has 

become famous throughout the world. 

  

            Seventh, that We the People see immediate legislation abolishing the Food and 

Drug Administration and deprivation of all its secret powers and collusions against the 

general health of the Nation which must include the elimination of any and all water 

poisoning via fluoridation, excess and non-removed chlorine; hybrid and genetically 

engineered food, livestock, grain, fruit, produce, seasoning, deliberately poisoned 

produce and livestock via insecticides and growth hormones; aspartame, fructose and 

high fructose syrup, all artificial sweeteners, hydrogenated and partially hydrogenated 

oils, artificial monosodium glutamate; methyl and wood alcohols, ethylenes in all 

categories, propyls and isopropyls used in mouthwashes, perfumes and cosmetics. 

  

            Eighth, that We the People see immediate legislation abolishing the Center for 

Disease Control and all its perpetuations of epidemics and pandemics upon the Nation 

and the world.  Between the Center for Disease Control and the National Science 

Foundation, it's virtually impossible to determine which is the biggest liar and 

governmental scam office. 

  

            Ninth, that We the People see immediate legislation abolishing any and all 

foreign aid regardless of its disguise.  In instances of natural disasters, we can provide 

any and all available assistance, but we do not need to take entire countries and their 

welfare-dependent populations to raise.  Taxing our own poor to finance the foreign rich 

is not only an abomination, it is Economic Espionage against our own people. 

  

            Tenth, that We the People see immediate legislation abolishing the assignment of 

US Military Forces to any country other than required Embassy and Consulate Security 

and Attache' duties except in times of duly and Constitutionally Declared War; and an 

immediate end to private sector contracting of any and all food and logistics services, 

returning both to the military direct; and an immediate limitation imposed upon the 

Administration and restored to Congress with respect to extended military actions that 

amount to undeclared war. 



  

            Eleventh, that We the People see immediate legislation abolishing the socialist 

dumbing-down agenda in all educational institutions.  Children can't read, write or count 

because they are not taught to read, write or count; and become perpetual welfare 

dependents, street punks, harlots, whoremongers and dope-addicts because they are 

taught to become perpetual welfare dependents, street punks, harlots, whoremongers and 

dope-addicts by our current educational systems. 

  

            Thirteenth, that We the People see immediate legislation abolishing perpetual 

excuses and exemptions for personal irresponsibility.  And that includes any and all 

'special' laws for homosexuals, social deviates, illegal aliens and any and all so-called 

'hate' crimes whatsoever. 

  

            Fourteenth, that We the People see that you have read and fully understand any 

Bill before it even reaches the floor for a vote.  We the People will consider any vote as 

verification that you have read the entire contents and both pro and con synopses for 

which we will hold you fully responsible. 

  

            Fifteenth, that We the People see an immediate shut-down of the Public Gold 

Mine, specifically but not limited to:  any and all socialist endeavors whatsoever.  You 

can find the lists in the Marxist Manifesto, of which we're sure you're quite familiar.  Or 

didn't you read that either? 

  

            We the People want them all, and We the People want them all now! 

  

            We the People's complete list is much more extensive, but these will suffice for 

the beginning signs of your positions on these issues; and for all Incumbents, your 

repentance and restitution when and if We the People see them. 

  

            True, the socialists will scream, perpetual government leaches will whine, and the 

jellyfish will run; but We the People will not concede one iota nor one yoctometer of a 

yoctometer. 

  

            Remember, We the People are the rightful owners of this Nation and our 

decisions are final until We the People see just cause to change our minds.  We the 

People are not affiliated with any given Party or Movement.  We the People are of all 

political persuasions, except socialists of any stripe or manner, and are dedicated voters 

with long memories. 
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